interrepublic political and economic agreements,
there will be even less hope of a solution to the
problems facing the military. The reliability of miliOver the winter it is likely that the armed forces
tary forces ordered to take unpopular actions, such as
will maintain cohesion. We expect cohesion to hold
whether the armed forces continue to decay under the suppression of civil unrest, is open to serious question.
The effect of such orders probably would be to
nominal control of central authorities or whether
accelerate the disintegration of the armed forces.
agreements among republics lead to division of the
armed forces among them. The latter case would
(8
mean the end of the traditional Soviet military. Even
Ironically, one of the most disruptive, but least likely,
in a situation where its basic structures are maintained, however, the military will Utely lose control of developmentsÃ‘ coup initiated by the military
some units to republics and localities, or even collapse. would require cohesion in the units involved to ensure
that orders would be obeyed. The unsettled atmoSuch loss of control could lead to incidents of localsphere in the officer corps, confusion about the legitiized violence. (s NF)
macy of traditional authority, and a reluctance to take
Decay will continue. The pressure! undermining the
military cannot be checked or alleviated over the next
severaimouths. The situation-and the military's
condition after the winter~willvary by service and
from republic to republic. Simultaneous and interdependent outcomes are possible. The ultimate character of the outcome will depend on the military's
institutionalcoherence; its allegiance to civil authorities; to ability to satisfy basic needs; and its willingers that there was no other alternative. A failed coup
attempt could precipitate a descent into civil war.
aess to accept increasing hardship and uncertainty.
ts
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Prospects for the Winter
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Our conclusion that the armed forces are likely to
maintain cohesion over the winter reflects the

Alternative Outcomes
Though unlikely, there is still a significant chance of
outcomes involving the severe degradation or destrucfollowing:
tion of organizational cohesion. These include wideMilitary service, for all its problems, will continue to spread local unit autonomy and total collapse of the
be more appealing to many than a return to civilian armed forces:
life. The availability of resources in military supply
Widespread local unit autonomy. Traditionally
channels and reserve stockpiles, in contrast to bleak
n some units and local civilian
civil prospects, will keep many units largely intact.
authorities and the trend toward local and regional
autarky in the economy could produce even more
Most officers support military subordination to civil
fragmentation in the military structure, leading to
authority.
autonomous action by units operating in their own
interest. The armed forces would retain unit cohe0 Yel'tsin has promised to fund the MOD;albeit with
sion but fragment on a regional, rayon, or oblast
major cuts. (s m)
basis. The pressure on military officers to deal with
local civilian authorities on a basis of food for
Getting through the winter relatively peacefully, however, could present a false picture of military cohesion
and stability. Spring will find the military under
increased pressures and with fewer resources. Absent

24. (Continued)

loyalty or to ensure more military influence in civil Triggering events could be resistance by the center or
Russia to republic efforts to assume control of miliaffairs could become stronger. Unit accommodations with local authorities would bolster local ties tary forces or equipment on their territory or, alternatively, violence involving Russian minorities in a nonand lead to allegiance to republic or subrepublic
Russian republic. Such conflict would be especially
governments. On the darker side, where local
authorities refused cooperation, units could assume dangerous if the control of nuclear weapons were at
local control or, alternatively, extort supplies from stake. Conflicts between republics other than Russia
and Ukraine may be more likely but, while violent,
local authorities.
probably would remain localized.-fe-NrtCollapse. Conditions worse than we anticipatewidespread failure to provide military personnel and Least likely are conditions, much better than we
their families with basic goods and services, collapse anticipate, that could halt the decay and breakup of
the Soviet armed forces. Such an outcome would
of discipline, and lawlessness throughout societywould destroy existing military organization. Large require major improvement in the economic condinumbers of soldiers would desert. Gangs of deserters tions now affecting the military and countering the
centrifugal forces a t work in the former USSR.
would take what they wanted from the civilian
population.-^s-w)"""
Even less likely, though most violent, is the involvement of the armed forces in large-scale civil war
within or between major republics during the winter.

